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. %A paper presented at the twenty-third annual convention of the Inter-
.

national Reading Association, Houston', May 4, 1978

The abil'ity to quickly associate meaning with units of written

qahguage is considered crucial to the comprehension_ of text (Smith,

1971). Among the units of written language the reader must process

are individual words, phrAses,.clauses?"sentences and discourse struc-

tures. Word.lists have been compiled for reading instruction with the

. .

criterion that the 4irds be common, and that thdse common words-be

tigght earl f in reading instruction; several such word lists have

40,

1

The authors gratefully acknowledge the help of Lee Congdon who devel-
7

opeg the compuZer program discussed in this rfportaand Robert Hieb

who made many trial runs in the

.

process of the program development.
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become popular and ard widely used by classroom teachers (Thorndike and

Lorge, 1944; Dale and Chall,

Harris and Jacipbson, 1972).

1048; Cirroll, Davies, Richman, 1971;

List of cc:Atop, phrases (or common word
r .

strings), however, 'are not found in the research literature or in

instructional terials (basal 'reader, manuals, workbooks, etc.) even
4

though it isbelieved that the quick recognition ofrphrass will facili-

tate comprehension. The only available list of common phrases is.the

p 9iie Aompiled.by Poach (1948) thirty years ago.

The purpose of this report is to provide a rationale-1°r a

justification--for the need to identify common word strings in text.

This justification Akal touch upon some theories of language and/or

reading processing and preent

tion. In addition, we will dbscri

implications for reading instruc-

some of the stages that brought

us to the point where we felt we.could actually parse word strings

from text with a computer and identify the most common.

.Both "word strings" and 'phrases" have been used at this point to

indicatt_ word groups where the words appear together in text. A more

precise definitiorof intra7sentence worci groups such as pnrases, clauses,

and strings is deferred `until a following section.

Gisnificance of the Problem

The more automatic the reccgnitioh of the chunks or linitrage being

read and the less effort expended Ipn decoding, the greater the liken-
/

hood of cOMpletecomprehension. LaBerge and .Samuels (1974) and-Samuels.

41976) refer this as automatic decoding or automaticity. Samuels (1976)
# '

.

-.states that "in order td have both fluent reading and gdod comprehension,

.

the stt4dent dust go beyond accuracy to automaticity in decoding",cp.. 323).

,4 tJ ,
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In other words, the reader kas a limited amount of cognitive energy,-

. .x'

or ability; or memory with WhiCh to accom sh the reading task; the

i more -cognitive energy used, for decOdi , the less for Comprehension.

Thi developmentof,autOmaticity probably begins atthe word level; but
,

,._ e
.

.
LaBerge'and Samuels state1 na if the reader

4

4begins to organize some of the words into short. groups or.phpases

as he reads, then er/her repetitions can strengthen these units
. ..1 ,

asp iell as word units. In this way he can preak_through word-by-

word' reading and apply the tehefits of further repetitions to

automatization of larger.units. (p. 315).
. _

The impotance of "phrase reading" oven "word reading" is demon-

strated by noting differencp in the fixation length of naive ands,

fluent readers. Fir example, fimt-grade children maymake two fixa-

tions per word whereas high- school seniors make one fixation for about

every two words (Taylor, FracxenPohl, and Pattert, 1960). And .n a

study of third- and sixth-grade readers, Rode (104-71) fourt that

the eye-voide span was longer for the o,lder remders'suggesting that

the olden readerS attempteo to decode the larger units of meaning-.

The work of Wisher (1976, 1977) 4;Vide-s further evidence that
: A

tirk reader .uses his uhderstanding or syntlx "to-parse word strings

into convenient processirg.units" ("p. 601). .1.t is lAkely that under-

standincor Semantic 6integratipion occurs between phrasp and clauses,

(more likely clauses, ,Put that discussiot is beyond the re i/m of _this

paper) . Further support is provided by Fodor2sq4 BeVer (1,965) who

,found that listeners group. words (for understanding) acaordirig to

the syntax of the sentence.

The iiportaup of OlAng able to read phrase ias been dascussed.

Alt
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by a numberibf reading educators including.Bond and Tinker 1.1975),

Harris and SipaY (1975), Heilman (1972), Heilman and Holmei.(1972), .

o

4

and Zintz (1975); they believe that &good readers organize the text '

they read into meaningful unit/ suchas'phrases. However, many poor"

..-,readers do not do this and comprehension is poor even when they have

.

beente-taUght each individual ward in the selection (Oaken, Weiner,

and Cromer, 1971),.and it hasr4een found that tralning.in the readi;g

1.

of phrases has improved the reading of remedial students (Amble, 1967).

Phrases, Clauses, and Word, Strings
A

In our earliest efforts we were interested i identifying common,

reoccurring phrases such as prepoSitional pt.:rigs-4.i For reasons which

will .be explained late', those efforts were unsuccessful ad we resorted

to identifying common 'word. strings. At this pointova discussion of what

is meant by phrases, clauses and word strings is appropriate. in the

'sentence below there Is a nor phrase (Little children f6llowed by

yerb phrase (were playing) which' as followed by a prepositional phr.ape.

(rn the park). ti

Little cnildren were playing in tne park.

/
The noun .phrase'Snd tte Verb ;,prase (Little' chilrer were playing)-form.

,)
1While transformatioeal grammar theory does not provide for the date-.

gorization of phrases according to parts of speech, we found the tra-
\

ditional labels usgful. 'In transformational grammar, a sentence\may.

be divided into a noun phrase and a'verb phrase. Additional information

P*0

in this area may be fund inOeStefano (1978) and Jacobs and Rosenbaum

.(1968)..

5
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a main or' independent clause.' Any group of consecutive words (little,-

children, Little. children were, children were playing, were playing in,

.playing in the, in-the park, and so on) constitutes a word string.

We were-=and areprimarily i'lterested common word grcups
.

Which we expected' to be truephrases according to a traditional grammar-
,

ian's definition. However, a more approprlate desori.ptcr fdr the word

groups we identifiqg is the term "word string" (or, word strings).

Far1y Efforts at Parsing _Phrases

. Because We `wanted= to be atle to anal' `e large amounts of texts.

4

(initially we felt at least words), the application of computer

ww

technology was a critical part:of our wock. The fact that certain

kinds of analyses may-tegccocip.lshed thrpugh tne use of computers

has been jemonstrated fKucera and Franeis,-1907; Carroll, Davies and

Richmat, 1971; Harris and jacotson, 1972, Moe,.1973; and Hopkins avid

Moe, 1975). However, tnis study required programming of a somewhat

different nature.
.

We identified five types of pnrases ,orepositional, participa i.

gerund, infinitive and ero) wn.ich co my appear in written materials_

Since ft was anticipated that prepositional phrases could be identified

by the computer wit.` a hrgh degree of accuracy we worked with a c9m-

vuter programmer to develop such a.program. By programming the com-
4

puter;to locate all prepositions (with a list of 52 prepositions stored

in the computer's armory) and then parse out the preposition and the

.

two.itord.string which followed it, we found that indeed it ways possible t

",

for trip computer to icentifylnese three-word strings with 99% ac racy;

That' is, we' only missedabout.I% of the prepositional phr

aa

.
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problem arose,-boweyer, in that 'even though these tnree-word strings
\

began with a preposition, they did Dot all function as prepositional

phrases. We then eliminated prepositions grow thlilist which rarely

sepmed to fUnction-as.the first word: in prepositional Phrases. After

many program revisions and trial runs we were able to parse but almoit

-all -457-99S) of the prepositnalphrases 'out of the text. However,

we were Still parsing out many word strings which were not prepositional

phrases. And when we examined the strings which had oeen parsed out,

only about 62$ were actualprepsttion41 phrases; we fo-ind,this-level

of accuracy to -be unacceptable.
4 4/1

Liter Efforts

We then ided t: approvn tne problem of identifying common'

phrases from a completely new perspective. Rather than categorizing

phrases by-parts Jai speecnr another cdmputer prIp.gram was Aevei:ped

which identified every consecutie two- and three-wora sequence'fo.;nd

in the written text, store it in memory, and, at the end of all text

input:-tab.:late possible two- and tnree-word strings.

Though ucn trial and error, the investigators wera able to

deVelop a program that parsed s.:t common word strings which are by

traditional definitions, actual pniases r which- are tare first two or

7

. .three words of an actual phrase. Some o the common word strings iden-

tified,however, cann:t te oategorized by traditional definitions hand

are,therefoe, simply refeered to as common strings }. Once the niw

program was operational a corpus cf 16,000 words analyze4 previously

with the old program, was reanalyzed. This aq)alysis led us to decide

that if we were going to make claims that we had identified common word

C

a

',"".
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strings in writt en text, that many, many more samples of written text

needed to be analyzed, In or der to eliminate the.idiosyncrAsies of

text sampling we belfeve that-large amounts of text-Toyer 50,000 words--

.Should be used in subsequent analyses.

Major Implications

There appears to be little disagreement 41wvi t% more able readers:

process larger chunks, of text more rapidly than the less able readers.

And it is agreed, we think, that dur instructional practices snonld be
MI

.

'such that our students are led to tne point where they may, with a .

single fixation, read whole erases of two or three or four words- As

to how children snould be brought to this pbint, however, may be a

debatable issue atscr. reading educators. We believe that common
1

phrases should-be taught :n mucr tne same manner. in which common words

are taught and a suggesed pAedure is presented here.

If we know that "in tne" and "of the", for example, are common

word strings in to t. tnen it seems reasonaoYe that they be taught as

a group wiyil a hour. fo,:nd in tne text tne students are to read. Since

"in", "tne;', and "of" become part o a reader's si.ght vocabulary.very

early they will already be f :liar tre student. The task is to ell,
ti

the student to read the function word(s) and the-content word, which '

may or may not be a part of tre student's sight vocabul'ary, quickly.

Assume, for example. tnat the student nas a sight vocabulary oC

approximately Ica words arc theitne words "street" and "pond" are to

be introduced as new words in al7 lesson. The Conce4s or the ffleariihg

of "street" and "pond" will be discussed with the student by the

.teacher. Then the teacner will present the printed form of tN word
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(esither in isolation or in conterff....II" the student is to become
.

a
\,.-

rapid reader --and a ra omprehenderX text-- then the'reaider should
. .

be ableXo read the phrases "fn the,streetnakpd "in the pond" quicky

since:the meaning of the phrase is not' in the WoOlk"in" or in the word

"pie" but primarily in the word "street" andi1morecAtaetely in the
. , '

phrases itself. A similar case may to made for the preseltkation of

larger chunks such As clauses and the procedures would De much-theOf.

JR

same. %
,.;

.

Our purpose was to develop a system to identify common word strings.

Since students must go teyond the word level in beginning reading, we

/
. believe that the use of common word strings found in text wifl facili-

tate the reader's atillty to nandA larger anger units of text.
. .

4
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